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Examples
and inspiration
Children learn new things every day; school children want to
move instead of sit in one place, while adults also need an
occasional break or a period of physical activity. As we get
older, daily exercise with our friends has a huge impact on our
quality of life. Lappset Group’s mission is universal: we would
like to offer people stimulating and varied opportunities to
enjoy common outdoor areas.
In this catalogue we have collected some examples from
around the world of schemes built from our products. We
hope that these will bring inspiration and fresh ideas to
current and future projects. The examples are sorted by the
ages of their respective user groups: first solutions designed
for children and young users, then solutions built for adults
and senior users. This classification by age will make it easier
for you to find the solutions relevant to you.
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The joy of being outdoors
Lappset is an expert in outdoor furniture. We design
and produce equipment that invites users to play and
exercise, as well as furniture that provides an opportunity
to relax. The company that started from one man's idea
now operates nearly everywhere in the world; we have
subsidiaries in five countries and representatives in
more than 40 countries. The company headquarters are
still based at the original location in Rovaniemi, Finnish
Lapland.
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Lappset aims to create an inspiring environment for
enjoying the outdoors. Our high-quality equipment
helps with growth and development as well as maintains
and improves physical function and mobility in later life.
Our equipment is complemented by our park and street
furniture that help to harmoniously integrate green areas
with surrounding buildings.
There is a place for you among the creators of happiness
and outdoor enjoyment. Make the right choice and
see appreciative smiles while you spread a little bit of
positivity around you.

40 years of
creating enjoyment
Lappset has a long history. Forty years ago, Antero
Ikäheimo was bringing up his own children and started
paying attention to playground equipment. He had an
idea - a simple one that respected children. He wanted to
design playground equipment that would inspire children
to combine play with exercise. Equipment that encourages
children to climb, hang and balance would offer suitable
physical challenges to children and this would also benefit
the children’s development. In addition to children, Antero
wanted to include parents and grandparents. He wanted
green areas to become recreational areas where different
generations could meet to enjoy themselves.
Antero’s ideas are still alive in Lappset’s products. In
accordance with the company philosophy, our furniture
makes shared public places enjoyable for all. Places that
are always characterised by happiness. Thanks to Lappset,
people of all ages have the opportunity to experience the
joys of exercise and be inspired by the outdoors in the
most rewarding way: together.

LAPPSET
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Life is
perpetual motion
A small child reaches for the lowest rope of a climbing
frame, pulls herself up and falls back on the ground.
Relentlessly she tries to get up again and again. It will
not take long for her to be able to proudly show her
new skill and to walk without any support. Exercise, play
and spending time with others are all natural parts of
human life. Playing teaches essential life skills through,
for example, imitation and invention. Spending time
with other children develops social skills such as getting
along in a group, collaboration and communication skills.
This is why it is important that people are provided with
comfortable and inspiring environments to meet each
other and spend time together, places that are open to
everyone regardless of their age.
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We research, develop and produce
Motion, exercising and mental activity are connected
in surprising ways. A dexterous and agile child will learn
to read quickly whereas balancing and developing
coordination in later life will improve one’s memory.
Lappset's R&D team collaborates closely with experts in
play, exercise and learning. When designing new product
families, we always make use of the latest research from
applicable fields. For instance, SmartUs and SeniorSport
were developed in projects where we collaborated with
researchers to find new innovative solutions for everyday
challenges. One project focused on surveying and
developing new teaching methods, the other project on
how to make the elderly more active.

Inventors are characterised by activeness and curiosity,
and this is why Lappset is involved in numerous longterm projects. One of them is the InnoSchool project
that aims to develop the school of the future in
collaboration with the University of Lapland in Finland
and Stanford University in California among others. Being
a pioneer with strong expertise in play and exercise
and collaboration with various researchers have a
long tradition at Lappset. At the design phase of the
very first Finno products we were already consulting
experts in child development and play. According to
their recommendations, we chose the colours that best
enhance imagination and support the development of
visual conceptualisation.

Lappset
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Furnish
outdoor spaces
harmoniously
Traditional wooden housing, modern city environments, light
glass-structured interiors. We think courtyards and shared
indoor spaces should be treated with the successful tenets
of interior decoration: build them to be relaxing, pleasing
and inspirational. That is why our product range is versatile
and comprehensive. In our range, you will find products
designed for both relaxing and resting in the outdoors, as
well as equipment for playing and exercise. Our versatile
product range comes in different styles and offers the
possibility to choose the equipment and furniture to suit your
environment.
Take a look at your whole courtyard. What is the style of
the surrounding buildings? What are the users of the area
like and what kind of stimulation do they expect from the
surrounding environment? The result will be functional and
harmonious when you choose the furniture and equipment
that best suits the surroundings - and your success is
guaranteed.
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Product solutions for children
From body awareness to bodily coordination
Mobility and bodily coordination in the first years of a
child’s life are essential. The child develops extremely
fast. A new-born baby becomes a toddler who moves
around independently. A baby who reaches for objects
will grow into a child who develops her motor skills.
For children, learning is playing and playing is constant

learning. For this reason, it is important that playgrounds
and outdoor recreational areas offer children meaningful
stimulation and suitable physical challenges. These are
small impulses that encourage children to spread their
wings and start developing their skills.

Product solutions for children
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1

FINNO

Small housing area

Helsinki, Finland
When you are tight on space, but have lots of visitors, it is best
to focus on simple products. Choose the playground classics and
add products to the play area that appeal to older users. This
will make the area more comfortable for everyone.

12
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The wooden Finno range offers compact solutions. The Finno
colours look good in many different environments. Some of the
products can be changed according to your own preferences;
you can change the colours and materials of the parts to make
the scheme fit perfectly in your area.

2
3

5

4

ADDITIONAl products

NF7690 Hilde grilL

1

Q00458

SANDBOX

2 138150M PANDA´S WOOD
3 010810M SWING FRAME
4 010501

HORSE

5 060102-1 park place

060102-1 PARK PLACE

Product solutions for children
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2

1

FINNO

ABC with sound floor

Alcobendas, Spain
The ABC sound element is a floor element that reacts to
movement with a sound. When a user steps or pushes the floor,
it activates sounds that last a few seconds. The sounds have
been chosen with the youngest users in mind. They stimulate
imagination and entice users into investigating the elements
more closely. The ABC sound element was developed to bring
added value to play equipment. When one product stimulates
more than one of a child’s senses, its attraction lasts longer."
Hannu Ylinenpää, Business Line Director, Lappset.
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1

Ant Mobile

2 220033M IODINE
3 J51511M

PICO

4 104120M TINO
5 096321

Ladybird for 4

6 J31934M

NICO

			
			

5

6

ADDITIONAL
PRODUCTS

104333M ELLA

104111M aino

Product solutions for children
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3

1

3

FINNO

Large housing area

Sollentuna, Stockholm, Sweden
When there is more space available in the housing area, the
needs of the inhabitants and their friends can be better
satisfied when designing the play park. It is a good idea to
complement simple classic products as sandboxes and swings
with equipment that encourages slightly older children to get
fit while playing together and to spend time doing outdoor
activities.
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In even larger areas the equipment can be still more versatile
and if needed bigger. Our more substantial play equipment has
room for many children of different ages to play on at the same
time. It is worth remembering all generations when choosing
your products; children, parents and the elderly they all want to
feel welcome in the park and play with the youngsters as well.

8
6

6

4

5

6
7

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

1

138050M BEAR´S WOOD

2 112350

TWIST

3 160015

ORIGIN

4 101080M TUNNEL
5 101077M CAROUSEL
6 Q40084

SAND & PLAY

7 010303

GRASSHOPPER

70206 PAVILION

150111M ATHENA

8 020417M BIRD’S NEST SWING

Product solutions for children
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2
3

FINNO
FINNO

School playground

Oulu, Finland
The bell rings! Thousands of footsteps thunder down the
corridor. Soon happy voices and a buzz of joyful conversation
fill the playground. A well-planned playground caters for both
boys and girls and provides opportunities for many kinds of
playful activities. The playground should offer children room,
not only for playing games and testing their skills, but also for
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hanging around. A well designed play area should be an inspiring
environment for smaller pupils to play in. When designing
an area for a big group, products need to be of the right
proportions. Choose products that as many pupils as possible
can use at the same time.

1

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

NF9002 ströget

NF7690 Hilde grilli

1 200020 volttikone Description of functionality
2 200020 volttikone Description of functionality
3
Description of functionality
1 200020
SPORT GROUP
Q018502volttikone
4 200020
Description of functionality
2
BALANCE BEAM
120204 volttikone
5
Description of functionality
3 200020
TWIST
112350 volttikone
			

00404M
HiEkkalaatikko
080900 Panna

Product solutions for children
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2

1

FINNO

Medium-sized park

Rotterdam, The Netherlands
To ensure that it best serves children of all ages, it is a good
idea to divide the area by age group and activity. Products that
are suitable for static activities should be grouped in one area,
those designed for more dynamic play in another.
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Since children become lost in play and like to stay in the park
for a long time, there should be something interesting for the
parents to do as well. If you keep this in mind in the design
process, everyone will enjoy the playground!

6

7

3

5

4

1

000407M

PLAY FUN

2 20290M

CLIMBING FRAME

3 020417M

BIRD’S NEST SWING

4 010507

RHINO

5 010501

HORSE

6 Q00757

ONE POST PLAY

7 YA3550

SONA

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

060103-16 LITTER BIN

120100M ACTIVITY
TOWER

Product solutions for children
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1
3

FINNO

Large park

Zoutelande, The Netherlands
"The park is part of a holiday village and the owners wanted to
make it a memorable landmark that would inspire children and
adults to participate in an adventure. The owners hoped that
the park itself would be a good enough reason for visitors to
book their next holiday in the same resort. According to them,
the investment has really paid off.
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The ship that can be seen from far away also attracts visitors
from the nearby roads. The park and tailor-made special
equipment such as cannons sometimes act as sets for plays.
Wannes Wardsz is an adventure story about a captain who is
looking for his ship."
Harmen Baas, Senior Account Manager, YALP

2

1

120835

SANTA MARIA

2 Q00546

Sandbox Boat

3 Q00340

Cannon

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

NF3900 Paus

112350 twist

Product solutions for children
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1

3

2

Basic park
Güeñes, Spain
The simpler the equipment, the bigger the breadth of
imagination. Classic in their style, the versatile Clover products
suit people of all different ages. The wooden products that
merge into the environment give the designer free reign. By
combining various compact products you can easily create units
that bring joy to both small toddlers and slightly older children.
If you keep adults and the general attractiveness of the area in
mind at the design stage, you can be certain it will be a success!
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1

175005 CLIMBING TRACK

2 175010 CHINNING BARS
3 175045 ACTIVITY TOWER
4 175075 SWING FRAME
5 175025 TOWER

5
4

ADDITIONAL
PRODUCTS

000504 -16 park weekend

000526 -16 flower box

lapsille
Product
suunnatut
solutions
kokonaisuudet
for children
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2

1

FINNO
AXIOM

Small housing park
area
Medium-sized

Amadora,
Portugal
PAIKKA,
MAA
Schoolchildren love challenges and problem solving. The shape
of the Axiom products offers clues, not instructions. That is why
they have multiple, almost endless, uses.
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The modern Axiom product range is suitable for built-up
environments such as parks in the centre of cities, and their
light structure ensures they are also at home in dense new
residential areas. Because these products require children to
have good body control, they are best suited for children over
the age of six.

3

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

200225 SPIDER
NF7690 Hilde grilli

1 200020 volttikone Description of functionality
2 200020 volttikone Description of functionality
3
1 200020
SPINNINGDescription
MACHINE of functionality
200020 volttikone
4 200020
volttikone
of functionality
2
CLIMBING Description
POINT
200210M
5
volttikone
3 200020
SPHERE Description of functionality
160108-1
			

00404M IONIC
HiEkkalaatikko
160005

Product solutions for children
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1

AXIOM

Large park
Alcobendas, Spain
"The town council of Alcobendas is a long-time customer of ours.
Based on our previous successes, we were given free reign on
the design of this area. Our aim was to create a park that would
serve the locals and also attract visitors from outside the town.
We were just given the details of the plot, and we started to plan
a park to suit users of all ages. We wanted to create a modern
park where every piece of equipment would smoothly fit in with
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the rest in terms of form and style. I can honestly say that we
succeeded in the job. The local residents are frequent visitors to
the park and it has even become one of the best attractions in
our town!"
Albert Fontanilles, Project and Marketing Manager,
Lappset Spain.

2

4

3

1

160016

SECTOR

2 160306-1 RADIUS II
3 160001

BALL

4 160211-1 PARABOLA II

ADDITIONAL
PRODUCTS

200203 PYRAMID NET

NF3901 Neo bench

Product solutions for children
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1

AXIOM

Housing area

Rovaniemi, Finland
What if nothing is right or wrong? The Axiom range is flexible in
its forms and style. The products can be used in various ways in
many different environments. What ever Axiom products you'll
choose, the success is guaranteed.
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Axiom lifts the spirit of a playground. The range looks appealing
in a modern housing area and provides the adventurous designer
with a new, individual alternative, which attracts people of all
ages.

4
3

2
3

3

2
1

1

200005

PLATFORMS

2 200020

SPINNING MACHINE

3 160005

IONIC

4 160311-12

HEXAGON II

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

010504 MOTORCYCLE

000900 LAPPTOP

Product solutions for children
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3

MyDesign!
Medium-sized play area
Voorthuizen, The Netherlands
What kind of park would you like? If you have an idea, we'll offer
you a solution. Lappset's MyDesign! service turns your idea into
an impressive unit that brings added value to play. MyDesign!
areas, based on our customers' own ideas, are always unique.
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You will not find an identical unit anywhere in the world. The
solutions, which can even serve as landmarks, are always sized
and equipped to suit the available space and the customers'
vision.

1

2

ADDITIONAL
PRODUCTS

1

Q02256

2 010501

FARM FOREST
HORSE

3 020414M SWING FRAME

138401 STORK’S NEST

Product solutions for children
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MyDesign! Large play area
Amadora, Portugal
"This used to be a plain green area. The local people were the
starting point when we began the planning work; we wanted
the park to play an active role in their everyday life. That is
why we designed two play areas in the park, both of which
serve users of all ages. Everyone involved in the design process
wanted the equipment to be eye-catching and playfully
innovative. That was why we chose Lappset.

One play area consists of an impressive, tailor-made space
centre. It is a symbol of our town's spirit: fresh and modern. The
other play area combines traditional play with technology and
modern design. SmartUs and Axiom encourage adults, too, to
play and exercise. The area has been working like a dream: it is
well-liked and frequently visited. No wonder! It was designed
with the users in mind, and the products were chosen because
of their high value when it comes to play."
Milva Maggioni, Landscape Architect,
CEO of Play Planet, Portugal
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1

2

3
2

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

1

Q01000

AMADORA SPACE STATION

2 101077M

CAROUSEL

3 160050-12

CABLEWAY

000700-16 BOULEVARD

Product solutions for children
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Product solutions for teenagers
I exercise and learn, therefore I am
When a child grows to be a teenager and, little by little, an
independent adult, play takes on completely new forms
and meanings. The exercise side of playing becomes more
apparent and it can be closely integrated into other learning.
Playing becomes more physical and competitive, and its
importance as an area for social growth strengthens.
For a growing teenager, playing and sports can be a way
to handle issues that cannot necessarily be put into words.
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Mood swings, unchannelled energy and changes in the
body can be handled in situations where sports provide
a practical framework. This is why the outdoor areas for
teenagers should be designed with their physical and social
requirements in mind. Sometimes they talk and hang around,
other times they measure their strength through play.

lapsille suunnatut kokonaisuudet
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1

Sports area for schools
Akaa, Finland
There are no age limits or bookings here! When the play arena
is near your home, you do not need to travel far to excercise.
A play arena located on a field in a housing estate or a school
brings together people of all ages and narrows the generation
gap. This type of play arena could encourage residents to
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organise events such as challenging other estates to a game or
starting company teams.

1 080831M

ARCSPORT

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

112209 SHAKER

080501 SPORT GROUP

Product solutions for teenagers
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2

3

4
3
8
2

1

Sports area in a park
Virpiniemi, Oulu, Finland
It is important to provide teenagers with opportunities for
a variety of exercise options in an interesting environment.
Growing bodies and minds need places to safely test and
stretch their limits. Various games improve teamwork skills
and expand social networks. During a game, teenagers have a
chance to meet different people as equal team members.
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1 080832M ARCSPORT
2 138015M SQUIRREL´S TREE
3 120300M MOTORIC WORKOUT
4 138401M STORK’S NEST
5 080900

PANNA

6 080421

JUMPING BAR

7 080501

SPORT GROUP

8 200521

SMARTUS BASIC

5
3

3
7
6
3

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

J17921 BICYCLE STAND

NF8000 STRÖGET

Product solutions for teenagers
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5

4

6

3

2

1

42

Panna for
the city centre
Den Haag, The Netherlands
Get the ball rolling! Playing time is four minutes and it is the
goals that count. Panna is a fast and easy game which is
developed from football. As the playing time is so short, it is
possible to play a full tournament in less than an hour.
The Panna arena is simple in its style and suitable for green
parks as well as for urban environments. Anywhere someone
might fancy a quick, stimulating game. The arena is not
designed for one sport only, but players can choose their sport.

1 080900

PANNA

2 020414M SWING FRAME
3 020415M SWING FRAME
4 112341

WALTZ WITH SPEED RESTRICTOR

5 150111M ATHENA
6 138023M CARIBOU’S WOOD

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

060111-16 railing extension

Product solutions for teenagers
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1

CLOXX

For parkour enthusiasts

Rovaniemi, Finland
Parkour is a young sport in a global sense. It challenges people
of both sexes and all ages to test their bodies’ limits. The sport
first came about in France in the 1990’s when a couple of
youths interested in jumping, tricks and balancing started to try
out and develop the basic movements.
No special equipment is needed for parkour. It can be practised
in ordinary trainers, shorts and T-shirts. It is a trendy sport that
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encourages even those who have never actively exercised to
move.
Lappset’s equipment for parkour products are modules that can
be combined into a suitable course according to the available
space. Since the parkour products have a simple design, they
can easily be combined with other Lappset product ranges such
as Cloxx or Axiom.

5

4
6

3
2
2

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

1 220523 SPIDER CAGE M
2 220501 & 220502 PRECISION BALL
3 220505 PYRAMID CLIMBER
4 220531 TIC-TAC CUBE M
5 220513 GIBBONSWING L
6 220548 VAULT RAILS

J14712 INFORMATION BOARD

NF2485 NESTOR

Product solutions for teenagers
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1

3
4
3
2

CLOXX

In the park

Rinkeby, Stockholm, Sweden
The Cloxx product range was designed for urban environments.
That is why the metal structures can cope with changing
weather conditions and emotional outbursts. Simplified in
their design, the Cloxx products invite even those who have
outgrown fairy tales to participate in play-like exercise.
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Cloxx is at home in a built-up city environment. The equipment’s
minimalist colour scheme allows the designer to create a unit
that blends in with the surrounding buildings. More colour can
be added with elements such as platforms, complementary
products or plants.

3
6

3
5

1 220080M CADMIUM
2 160002

BALL (orange)

3 160001

BALL (blue)

4 160015

ORIGIN

5 220130

OXYGEN

6 220140

COBALT

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

220033M IODINE

220065M CHROMIUM

Product solutions for teenagers
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1

Mobile play for Finno products
Rovaniemi, Finland
If you ask children and teenagers what their favourite pastime
is, playing with computer and mobile phone games will be
a common answer. It is also the biggest reason for children
getting less spontaneous outdoor exercise. What if we could
lure children to leave their couch and play outdoors instead?
Lappset Mobile Play is the answer to this challenge. Mobile Play
consists of simple tags that are attached to Finno products.
With the tags, an ordinary playground becomes an interactive
play arena. The game starts when players enter the playground
code into their phones and download a free, playground-specific
application. The idea of the game is to follow the route defined

48
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by the tags and play out all the various levels of the game.
The tags’ codes are entered into the phone using the phone’s
camera, then the phone opens the relevant game.
Lappset Mobile Play is an affordable and easy way to
bring a completely new dimension to the playground. The
downloadable games encourage more people to visit the
playground, which means more users and more varied uses for
the play equipment. And what’s best: Mobile Play is a great way
to relax for youngsters playing games and exercising outdoors,
as well as helping to balance the way children and teenagers
spend their time.

1

1 200401 PLATES FOR MOBILE PLAY

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

NF7670 RELAX

Product solutions for teenagers
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2

SMARTUS

In a shopping centre

Örebro, Sweden
"SmartUs was our natural choice when we wanted to create
something new and special for the shopping centre. Children
love playing in the area and often spend long periods of time
there. In a busy environment, the products' simple forms and
striking colours nicely attract attention and encourage people

50
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to experiment and play. Practice has shown that it is mostly
smaller children, those under the age of ten, who gather in the
play area."
Karin Bångman, Sales, Lappset Sweden

1

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

1

200533 SMARTUS INGRID

2 200010 SURFY

NF3903 NEO bench

Product solutions for teenagers
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SMARTUS

In a schoolyard

Hong Kong, China
"Playful learning environments provide children with various
opportunities to deepen the knowledge they have gained,
which then leads to better learning results. In addition, these
spaces enhance children’s communication skills and ensure they
enjoy being at school.”
Pirkko Hyvönen, PhD (Education), pioneer of research in
playful learning environments, University of Oulu, Finland.

1 080900 PANNA
2 200521			
SmartUs Basic
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1

2

ADDITIONAL
PRODUCTS

200020 spinning machine

200005 platforms

Product solutions for teenagers
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SMARTUS

In a park

Copenhagen, Denmark
SmartUs is a unique interactive learning environment, which was
developed in collaboration with experts of playing and learning.
In a school playground SmartUs offers a new way of learning
while playing and exercising.

"Creative and playful learning environments serve many
learning objectives: they support learning of new types
as well as the development of intellectual, physical and media
skills; they also satisfy the modern needs to learn, to participate
and to jointly create information.”
Marjaana Kangas, Researcher,
PhD (Educ.), University of Lapland
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3

1

2

1 200523

SMARTUS STEPS

2 200020

SPINNING MACHINE

3 200210M

CLIMBING POINT
			

Product solutions for teenagers
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Units designed for
adults and seniors
When outdoor activities become a lifestyle
Outdoor activities and sports often serve as a
counterbalance to work for adults. Recreational activities
help maintain the joy of life and enhance the body’s
functional capacity. Playing with children leads adults
to the fount of creativity, and onwards to the endless
stream of new ideas and experiences. Sports and outdoor
activities are good investments for adults because regular
exercise is also an efficient way to release stress.

56
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sivu 57
3.4 Senior sport 65+
in housing area

Quality of life and new friends

Outdoor activities and sports are essential parts of a full
life regardless of age. Particularly in older age, even the
basic activities can become difficult and a lot of special
arrangements may be required. Sports and outdoor
activities can, however, be efficient ways to prevent

loneliness and to maintain and enhance functional
capacity. Outdoor units for adults should be designed to
suit their exercising needs. Should the area be built for
serious training or for lighter exercise?

Units designed for adults & seniors
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1

FINNO

Senior sport 65+ in a housing area
Taavetti Park, Helsinki, Finland
”Taavetinpuisto is an example of a successful collaboration
between the voluntary sector, the city and companies. The
park and the exercise route were designed by a group of
professionals and senior citizens who were able to voice their
wishes and needs in regard to the area.”
Eija Sorvari, Managing Director,
the Miina Sillanpää Foundation, Helsinki.
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Senior sports experts were involved in the development of the
Senior Sport products. The products offer challenges for motor
skills that strengthen and improve both muscles and the brain.

3

1 080490

65+ SPORT & PLAY

2 Q01473-1 DFA Bench
2

3 Q00068-1 Table, Deep mounting

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

NF2301 scandinavia bench

NFJ2131 imse

Units designed for adults & seniors
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1

FINNO

Senior sport 65+ in a park
Canet, Spain
As we get older, many activities that we earlier took for granted
require effort and concentration. Regular exercise strengthens
our functional capacity and brings meaning to our lives. You can
also make new friends in the park!
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Balancing stimulates memory while climbing flexes joints. Even
a two-hour training session every week for a couple of months
considerably stimulates motor skills, which substantially reduces
the risk of injury.

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

1 080490 65+ SPORT & PLAY

J14712 INFORMATION BOARD

Units designed for adults & seniors
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7

1

2

Norwell fitness products
in a forest environment
Odense, Denmark
Try Norwell Function sports equipment while walking or jogging
and feel how your muscles will get stronger. The equipment is
correctly sized – and therefore easy to use – and it allows for
versatile exercise routines. The 12 products in the range are
suitable for anyone interested in getting fit, regardless of their
age or size.
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5

6
4

3

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

1 NW201 Air walker
2 NW203 Stepper
3 NW401 Stretch
4 NW301 Twister
5 NW102 Back
6 NW101 Chest
7 NW202 Cross

J14712 INFORMATION BOARD

Units designed for adults & seniors
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2

Norwell fitness products
in a city environment
Helsinki, Finland
The Norwell Form Function equipment are designed for efficient
outdoor training. The materials and colours, together with simple,
elegant designs allow for the equipment to be installed in various environments. The streamlined shapes make the equipment
timeless and invite users to experiment.
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3

4

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

1

NW102

BACK

2

NW301

TWISTER

3

NW201

AIR WALKER

4

NW103

SIT UP

J14712 INFORMATION BOARD

Units designed for adults & seniors
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Switch It! and you
get a perfect match
Remember Switch It! when you want
to customise the product to fit into its
surroundings even better or to make it
a bit more personalised. You can change
the appearance of some basic elements
by switching, for example, the colour
of the posts, or the colour and material
of the wall panels. You can explore the
possibilities that Switch It! offers and get
to know the products better online at
www.lappsetplayworld.co.uk. When
you try out the different options at our
website, you will immediately see the
effect even the tiniest change will have
on the whole.
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PlayCare
Long life and carefree play
A long lasting, safe and enjoyable park area requires
regular maintenance. In order to ensure a long life cycle
of your park, let the Lappset maintenance and installation
service take care of your play areas. Lappset´s PlayCare
service spans the whole life cycle of a playground, from
the installation of new equipment to the maintenance of
an existing playground and modernisation of a decades
old playground. With proper care and maintenance, the
playground’s safety will be ensured year after year and
the lifespan of the equipment will expand.
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Sometimes a new housing area might not have adequate
resources for equipping and maintaining a green space.
The financing options offered by our PlayCare service
make it possible to invest in shared outdoor spaces
without sizeable one-off investments. With the help
of our finance services, the yearly allowance can be
stretched to not only cover the necessities, but to also
add details that bring added play and utility value.

In order to enjoy the moment, you have to let yourself
go and let ideas and inspiration lead you. When fleeing
a dinosaur or dodging the opposing team, you have no
time to worry about your own safety. That is why we
have already done this for you. All Lappset products
are designed in a way that children playing on them
independently will also be able to control the other
physical challenges it offers. Naturally, all our products
are tested with strength calculations and have gone
through rigorous durability tests. The tests are carried
out in accordance with the latest EN safety standards
and are supervised by an independent TÜV certification
organisation.

Unforgettable
experiences
safely

High quality materials are a significant part of Lappset’s
product safety. Vibrant, durable northern wood, sturdy
metal parts and, in some products, fibre-strengthened
plastic offer a safe environment for all activities. For
wood protection and wood surface treatment, we only
use treatment methods that follow the principles of
sustainable development.
The owner is responsible for all equipment after
installation. Regular inspections, maintenance and care
are best ways to prevent serious accidents. Lappset’s
PlayCare maintenance service offers an easy way to
take good care of the most important thing – the safety
of the equipment users.

Lappset
Lappset
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Embedded responsibility
Our goal is to improve people’s quality of life. Our products create a happier, more pleasant environment and
motivate people of all ages to move and play. Therefore,
considering nature and the environment is an inseparable
part of our operations. We recognise our responsibility as
the manufacturer. The chosen materials and production
methods respect nature. Furthermore, the long lifespan of
our products minimises the environmental burden.
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The main material of Lappset’s products is a vibrant and
renewable natural product – wood. In the production of
our equipment, we only use wood that complies with the
international PEFC standards, guaranteeing that it was
produced in a forest which is managed in accordance with
the principles of sustainable development. The rubber and
metal used in our products are also recyclable. We also
take the environment into consideration in our operations
in other ways and continuously strive to make our working
methods more environmentally friendly.

Lappset
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LAPPSET PLAYWORLD UK LTD
Henson Way
Kettering
Northants NN16 8PX
Tel. +44 (0)1536 412 612
Fax +44 (0)1536 521 703
uk.lappsetplayworld.co.uk
www.lappsetplayworld.co.uk

